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D'oh! Here Are 8 Critical Errors Made By The Rittenhouse Prosecutors
U.S.

Kyle Rittenhouse’s guilt as a white supremacist, terrorist, violence-inciting murderer
is obvious. That’s why the prosecution team for the state of Wisconsin has been so
sharply criticized for botching what should have been a layup case.
Below are the critical errors made by the prosecutors that may allow the mass
murderer the freedom to do even more mass-murdering:
1) Forgetting to go to law school: Sources say they learned to be lawyers by
watching episodes of Suits.
2) Letting their star witness tell the truth: Hours training him to lie in court, down
the drain.
3) Googling "what does self-defense mean?" during the trial: They must have
forgotten all the TV cameras watching their every move.
4) Getting mixed up and thinking they were with the defense team for the first two
days: A bewildering time for all.
5) Telling the jury to "look at the evidence.": Oops!
6) Bribing the judge with celery instead of cookies: This mistake alone may have cost
them the case.
7) Taking duck-lip selfies in front of the jury box during opening arguments: While
the selfies looked great, it just seemed like bad taste, you know?
8) Pointing a gun in everyone's face: It may work in other courts, but not this one.

Moderna COVID booster recommended for all adults: What to know about new
CDC guidelines.
Clifford Colby - CNET

CNET
The guidelines for who is eligible for the Moderna booster shot against COVID-19 is
now much simpler. If you're an adult 18 years of age and older, you can get a booster
six months after you receive your second Moderna vaccine shot.
The blanket permission on Friday from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention for a third dose of any approved vaccine -- not just Moderna -- comes
after the US Food and Drug Administration's approval, also on Friday. Multiple
states had already authorized booster shots for all adults, without waiting for federal
approval.
We'll walk you through everyone who meets the guidelines for receiving the Moderna
booster dose and when you can get it. We'll also explain mixing and matching
vaccines from the different drug-makers.
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COVID booster recommended for all adults: What to know about new CDC
guidelines.
Authorization for the Moderna, Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson booster shots -- along
with Pfizer vaccines for kids -- comes at a time when the deadly and contagious delta
variant keeps its hold on the US, causing hospitals in some states to once again
buckle.
Epidemiologists worry about another wave of COVID-19 infections as cold weather
drives people indoors and as the annual flu season kicks in, socking immune systems.
The FDA-approved COVID-19 vaccines have proven to be highly effective in
preventing hospitalization, and those who are unvaccinated are 10 times more likely
to be hospitalized if infected.
With the federal vaccine mandates, the Biden administration aims to counter the
surge and put pressure on anyone who hasn't been vaccinated. Antiviral drugs could
also help.
Keep reading for details on Moderna's COVID-19 booster shot. For more on
COVID-19, here's the latest on COVID-19 vaccines for kids, what to do if you lost
your vaccination card, the difference between a booster and a third dose and what to
know about breakthrough infections.
All adults are now eligible for the Moderna booster dose
As of Nov. 19, all adults -- those age 18 and older -- are eligible to get a booster shot
of the COVID-19 vaccine. They qualify if it's been at least six months since they've
received their second dose of either the Moderna or Pfizer vaccine.
Those who received the Johnson & Johnson vaccine are eligible for a booster dose
after two months. Adults are encouraged to get whatever booster dose is available to
them, even if that means mixing and matching vaccine boosters (more below).
Yes, it's safe to mix and match vaccine boosters
The FDA has authorized mixing COVID-19 boosters, which in the US means
Moderna, Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson. Anyone eligible for a booster can get any of
the available brands of coronavirus vaccines.
If you initially received Johnson & Johnson and it's been two months or longer since
you received the initial dose, you'll be able to get the Moderna or Pfizer booster.
If you received Moderna or Pfizer for your first two shots, you could pick any
authorized vaccine -- including J&J -- if you qualify and it's been six months or
longer since your second shot.
What does the Moderna booster shot do?
A COVID-19 booster shot -- whether from Moderna, Pfizer or Johnson & Johnson -tops off your immune response and guards against a breakthrough COVID-19
infection as the vaccine's effectiveness decreases over time.

Recent studies of the Pfizer and AstraZeneca vaccines show that their effectiveness
can begin to wane after six months. Moderna said early data suggests that those who
received the Moderna vaccine in 2020 are showing a higher rate of breakthrough
COVID infections than those vaccinated this year, suggesting the need for a booster
to maintain high levels of protection.
Is the Moderna vaccine booster the same as the original two COVID-19 doses?
Yes, almost. As with Pfizer's booster, the third Moderna shot will be the same
vaccine as the first two doses, except it'll be a half dose. To make your life
simpler, Moderna is also working on a combination shot that includes this year's flu
vaccine and its COVID-19 booster vaccine, but that is not available right now.
Where can I get the Moderna booster shot?
According to the White House, boosters will be available at roughly 80,000 places
across the country, including over 40,000 local pharmacies. Some 90% of Americans
have a vaccine site within 5 miles of where they live. You can check Vaccines.gov to
see which vaccines are available where, or call 800-232-0233 for vaccine
information.
Is the Moderna COVID-19 booster shot free, or do I have to pay?
All booster shots will be free, regardless of immigration or health insurance status.
However, depending on where you get your booster shot -- for example, at a local
pharmacy -- you may be asked to log your insurance status.
You may be asked to provide your insurance card information, including your name,
date of birth and membership number. You will not be charged for your COVID-19
vaccine or booster shot.
Will I need a fourth COVID booster shot?
The CDC updated its guidance to say that next year, some immunocompromised
people will be able to get a fourth COVID-19 booster shot. It's unclear if other groups
will need to get a fourth dose at this time.
For more on coronavirus treatments and vaccines, here's what we know
about monoclonal antibody treatments, the new federal vaccine mandates and why
some people may not want the shot.
(CNET's Jessica Rendall contributed to this article.)

US Navy ‘melding’ with United Kingdom and Australia in race to counter China
threat
Joel Gehrke - The Examiner
A recent landmark deal to share U.S. and British nuclear submarine technology with
Australia sets the table for “a melding” of the three navies, according to a senior
White House official.

Washington Examiner
“I would think, in the next little while, we will have more British sailors serving on
our naval vessels, Australians and the like, more of our forward-deployed assets in
Australia,” Kurt Campbell, the White House National Security Council’s Indo-Pacific
affairs coordinator, said Friday.
“This leads to a deeper interconnection and almost a melding, in many respects, of
our services and working together on [a] common purpose that we couldn't have
dreamed about five, 10 years ago.”
That alignment figures to be a mainstay of U.S. efforts to counter threats from China,
where communist officials are at the helm of an economic heavyweight intent on
building a world-class military. And while nuclear submarine technology sits at the
center of the pact between Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States, or
AUKUS, as the deal is known, officials remain conscious of the need to field military
capabilities that would be relevant in a conflict well before those nuclear submarines
are constructed.
“We realize and recognize that there are some immediate and medium-term
challenges and that we can't simply wait for long-term solutions,” Campbell told the
United States Institute of Peace.
“And I think there's a deep recognition that that's the time frame we're working on.”
China’s emergence as a wealthy and ambitious regional titan has raised the
likelihood of a conflict over Taiwan, which the mainland communist regime has never
controlled but claims as sovereign territory.
A senior U.S. military official revealed earlier this year that China could launch such
an invasion “in the next six years,” stoking the anxiety of U.S. strategists who regard
Taiwan as a key chokepoint in the region and a “cork” on Beijing’s ability to
threaten other U.S. interests in the Indo-Pacific region.

“If we work together, it's a force multiplier,” Australian Ambassador to the United
States Arthur Sinodinos told reporters in Washington this week. “There’s capabilities
that are coming on the line all the time, there's no magic bullet, there’s no secret
weapon, but there's a whole panoply of things we're doing together.”
Australian officials have unveiled a plan for major defense spending increases over
the next decade, with an emphasis on anchoring more potent military capabilities in
Australia that can reinforce the U.S. and other allies in a crisis.
“We're in the process of standing up a guided weapons enterprise, guided weapons
explosive ordnance enterprise, which will build up a sovereign capability in
precision-guided munitions,” Sinodinos told the Defense Writers Group.
“In the context of a conflict, we have access on shore to, for example,
precision-guided munitions that might otherwise be in short supply,” he added.
“And by having that capability, we're actually stronger allies and partners because
we can augment what allies and partners have got when we're facing a common issue
in the region.”
Campbell, the White House official, underscored the value of such allies for
developing new military capabilities, too.
“Each of our countries has certain areas of deep innovation — whether it's in cyber,
whether it's in undersea capabilities, whether it's military AI,” he said.
“And so I think there's a desire to engage to see what we can learn from each other,
to see what can be harvested from that in applicable ways that will help engender a
more effective security and deterrent approach.”

Peng Shuai: What Happened to the Missing Chinese Tennis Star?
Wenxin Fan - Wall Street Journal
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Peng Shuai, one of China’s most accomplished tennis stars, disappeared from public
view in early November after a rare public allegation of sexual assault against a
retired top official in China’s Communist Party.
The international tennis community, including many of the sport’s best-known global
stars and its governing bodies, have openly questioned Chinese authorities on her
whereabouts and the allegation.
Peng Shuai (pronounced “Pung Shwai”), 35 years old, is the only Chinese tennis
player to ever have attained a world No. 1 tennis ranking—in Ms. Peng’s case, in
women’s doubles, in 2014. She won women’s doubles titles in two Grand Slam
tournaments, at Wimbledon in 2013 and at the French Open in 2014, winning both
times with Taiwan’s Hsieh Su-wei. Ms. Peng represented China at three Summer
Olympics, including the 2008 Beijing Games.
Ms. Peng began playing tennis with her uncle at the age of eight and grew up within
China’s state-backed system, in which the state provides everything, including
housing, training and medical care.
In the 2000s, Ms. Peng was among the first Chinese tennis players to break free of the
system and hire foreign coaches on her own, though she later returned to the system
after a series of reforms. Because the state had invested in her career, Ms. Peng was
required to contribute an unspecified portion of her prize winnings to the state.
On the evening of Nov. 2, a post on Peng Shuai’s verified social-media account made
a sexual-assault allegation against former Chinese Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli. The
post, on China’s Twitter-like Weibo platform, said that Ms. Peng had an on-and-off
relationship with Mr. Zhang lasting for some years that was sometimes consensual
and sometimes involved coercion, including forced sex.
It disappeared after about 20 minutes and she hasn’t been seen in public since.
Although Ms. Peng’s social-media account remains online, its comments function has
been disabled and her name blocked in searches.
Nearly two weeks later, on Nov. 14, Steve Simon, chairman of the Women’s Tennis
Association, said the organization hadn’t been able to reach Ms. Peng after repeated
attempts, and called for an investigation into her allegation.
On Nov. 17, China’s state-run broadcaster published what it said was an email sent
by Ms. Peng to the WTA. The screenshotted message said that the sexual-assault
allegation is untrue and that “everything is fine.” Mr. Simon subsequently said the
email raised more concerns about her safety and whereabouts.
The WTA’s Nov. 14 call for China to investigate Ms. Peng’s allegation was quickly
echoed by the Association of Tennis Professionals, the world governing body for
men’s tennis.
Many of tennis’s most storied figures, including Billie Jean King and Martina
Navratilova, as well as current players such as Naomi Osaka, have spoken out in

support of Ms. Peng and the WTA’s call for an investigation. “We must not stay
silent,” Serena Williams told her over 10 million followers on Twitter.
Beyond the world of tennis, a number of athletes—including Spanish soccer star
Gerard Piqué, with his more than 20 million Twitter followers—have tweeted out the
hashtag #WhereIsPengShuai.
Meanwhile, in Washington, White House press secretary Jen Psaki on Nov. 19 called
on China to provide “independent and verifiable proof” of Ms. Peng’s whereabouts
and safety, adding: “We’re deeply concerned.”
Members of Congress have begun to link concerns about Ms. Peng’s situation to the
coming Winter Olympics in Beijing in February. Sen. Tom Cotton, an Arkansas
Republican, on Nov. 18 called for a total U.S. boycott of the Games, citing among his
reasons his fears that the U.S. couldn’t keep athletes safe from Chinese surveillance
“or even hostage-taking.”
The International Olympic Committee declined to comment publicly, saying it
believed in what it called “quiet diplomacy.”
In Geneva, United Nations Human Rights Office spokesperson Liz Throssell on Nov.
19 called for proof of Ms. Peng’s well-being and urged for a transparent
investigation into the sexual-assault allegation.
Within the country, the sexual-assault allegation has been largely ignored or played
down. Foreign Ministry spokespeople have repeated on several occasions that they
are unaware of it, though questions and answers about Ms. Peng have been omitted
from official transcripts published by the ministry.
On China’s tightly regulated internet, some discussion of Ms. Peng’s situation has
disappeared. The email attributed to Ms. Peng was published only on the state
broadcaster’s international arm, suggesting that it was intended for an audience
outside China.
The sexual-assault allegation is the first to be publicly leveled at a senior member of
China’s ruling party. In recent years, other allegations of sexual misconduct have
been made toward figures in Chinese academic and entertainment spheres.
In many cases, those making the accusations have ended up being the targets of
threats and defamation cases by the men they accused. Women in other countries
have also faced defamation lawsuits after making accusations.
The Communist Party itself has acknowledged sex scandals involving its top officials,
though typically only after they have been found guilty on corruption or other
charges.
(Write to Wenxin Fan at Wenxin.Fan@wsj.com)

Iraq Resistance Warns It's Ready to Expel U.S. by Force at End of Year
Tom O'Connor - News Week
A group of Iraqi militias has issued a warning that they were prepared to take up
arms against the U.S. military presence in Iraq if U.S. troops stayed in the country
past the upcoming year's end deadline for combat operations revealed over the
summer by President Joe Biden.
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Members of Iraq's Al-Hashed Al-Shaabi, or Popular Mobilization Forces,
paramilitary units stand guard during an election rally for the Asaib Ahl al-Haq
movement in the capital Baghdad, on October 7.
Some of the Iraqi state-sponsored paramilitary collective's units have formed
self-styled resistance movements and have protested the results of an October election,
resulting in deadly clashes with security forces.
In a statement issued Friday and shared with Newsweek, the Iraqi Resistance
Coordination Commission, an umbrella of paramilitary groups aligned with the
pro-Iran Axis of Resistance opposed to the U.S. footprint in the region, said its
members were "closely monitoring the extent of commitment to the outcomes of the
so-called strategic dialogue round" that took place between Washington and Baghdad
in July.
The message went on to say that the council "did not believe in the seriousness of the
occupation and its commitment" to withdrawing combat troops from Iraq according
to the established timeline, but was itself "committed to giving the Iraqi negotiator an
opportunity to expel the American occupation from our pure land through diplomatic
means."

But since then, the commission said it had "not yet seen any manifestations of
withdrawal despite that only 42 days separate us from 12/31/2021."
"On the contrary, we have observed that the brazen American occupation increased
its numbers and equipment in its bases in Iraq," the commission said, "and we even
heard official and semi-official statements from officials of the American states of evil
about their intention not to withdraw from the country under the pretext that there
was a request from Baghdad to do so, at a time when we did not see any response or
denial from the Iraqi government about these clumsy statements!"
The militia said its forces were prepared to meet such an outcome with action.
"We affirm that the weapons of the honorable resistance, which have been talked
about a lot in the past days, and some insisted on embroiling them in recent political
rivalries, will be ready to dismember the occupation as soon as the moment comes
and the deadline ends after twelve o'clock in the evening of 12/31/2021," the
statement said.
The ongoing presence of U.S. troops going on four years after Iraq declared victory
over the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) has remained a dividing factor in the
country, especially as clashes between U.S. troops and Iraqi militias have escalated
in recent years.
Frictions peaked at the turn of 2019 to 2020 as deadly exchanged culminated in the
U.S. slaying of Iraqi Popular Mobilization Forces deputy chief Abu Mahdi
al-Muhandis and Iranian Revolutionary Guards Quds Force commander Major
General Qassem Soleimani at Baghdad International Airport.
Shortly after this event, Iraqi lawmakers voted for the expulsion of foreign forces from
the country, and Soleimani's successor, Esmail Qaani, has further vowed to push U.S.
forces from the region.
Rocket strikes have continued to target U.S. positions and President Joe Biden has
twice retaliated, striking sites in both Iraq and neighboring Syria, where Iran-backed
groups deployed against ISIS and other jihadis have also targeted U.S. troops tasked
with a similar mission.
Domestic politics have also proven an incendiary factor as of late. Last month, the
country held its sixth election since the 2003 U.S. invasion that toppled longtime
leader Saddam Hussein.
The results saw strong gains for influential cleric Muqtada al-Sadr and a
disappointing turnout for paramilitary blocs whose supporters took to the streets to
challenge the vote, leading to clashes with security forces in which at least two
demonstrators were killed.
Upon the backdrop of these events, Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi's
residence was targeted by small, explosives-rigged drones in an apparent
assassination attempt that prompted universal condemnation, including from the U.S.,
Iran and the Iraqi Resistance Coordination Commission. No group has claimed
responsibility for the attack.

Those seeking a timely withdrawal of U.S. forces have accused Kadhimi of being soft
on Washington, while those critical of Tehran have accused Iran of exerting pressure
on the Iraqi leader through the use of its local partners.
The U.S., for its part, has offered no sign it planned to pull out of Iraq completely as it
did in Afghanistan in August, and the definition of "combat" forces has remained
somewhat unclear as the Pentagon has maintained for years that its presence in the
country was solely for training and advising Iraq personnel to fight ISIS.
Deputy Assistant Defense Secretary for the Middle East Dana Stroud reaffirmed the
Biden administration's commitment to the December 31 deadline during an interview
aired Tuesday by Al Jazeera, but she also said that U.S. troops would continue to
support Iraqi forces as long as Baghdad welcomed them in the country.
"We are still committed to advising and assisting the Iraqi forces in their fight, and
we'll be there so long as they would like our help," she said.
She also said that "the United States remains absolutely committed to Iraq, the
security of Iraq, the sovereignty of Iraq and the ability of Iraqi citizens to live in
peace and safety."

Specialist Trevor Franklin/Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent
Resolve/U.S. Army An M249 Squad Automatic Weapon is fired at a targeted area
during Exercise Phoenix Fires, a live fire exercise involving U.S. and Iraqi forces
held at Mosul Dam, Iraq, on October 28.
The U.S. presence in Iraq remains a divisive issue with Prime Minister Mustafa
al-Kadhimi expressing appreciation for the U.S. assisting and advising role, while
influential militias and their supporters consider U.S. troops as occupiers. Specialist
Trevor Franklin/Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent Resolve/U.S. Army

On Sunday however, Iraqi member of parliament and the Al-Sadiqoon bloc that
represents the powerful, influential Asaib Ahl al-Haq militia Hassan Salem referred
to Iraq's resistance elements as the true defender of the nation, even if this bothered
rivals such as the U.S., the United Kingdom, Israel and the monarchies of the Arabian
Peninsula.
"The Islamic resistance factions are the only guarantee of Iraq's sovereignty," Salem
tweeted Sunday, "and they are a thorn in the path of the U.S.-British-Zionist Gulf
project that targets the country."
And the following day, as the Iraqi Resistance Coordination Commission published
its position, the head of an Iraqi militia targeted twice this year in strikes order by
Biden in response to attacks on U.S. military positions doubled down on the warning.
Kataib Sayyid al-Shuhada Secretary-General Abu Alaa al-Walai tweeted Friday:
"With the approaching hour of decisiveness and a major confrontation, the Islamic
Resistance, the Sayyid al-Shuhada Brigades, announces the opening of the door to
belonging and volunteering to its ranks and calls on our resistant Iraqi people and
the resistance factions to raise the level of readiness in preparation for the decisive
and historic confrontation with the American occupation on 12/31/2021 after 12:00
a.m."

'Orgy of violence': Dutch police open fire on rioters
Mike Corder (Associated Press) - AP
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) — Police opened fire on protesters in rioting that
erupted in downtown Rotterdam around a demonstration against COVID-19
restrictions late Friday night. The Dutch city's mayor called it “an orgy of violence.”

Associated Press In this image taken from video, demonstrators protest against
government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.

Police fired warning shots, injuring an unknown number of people, as riots broke out
Friday night in downtown Rotterdam at a demonstration against plans by the
government to restrict access for unvaccinated people to some venues.
Police said that two rioters were hospitalized after being hit by bullets and
investigations were underway to establish if they were shot by police. The condition of
the injured rioters was not disclosed.

Associated Press In this image taken from video, demonstrators protest against
government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Officers arrested 51 people, about half of them minors, police said Saturday
afternoon. One police officer was hospitalized with a leg injury sustained in the
rioting, another was treated by ambulance staff and “countless” others suffered
minor injuries.

Associated Press In this image taken from video, demonstrators protest against
government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.

Mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb told reporters in the early hours of Saturday morning that
“on a number of occasions the police felt it necessary to draw their weapons to
defend themselves” as rioters ran rampage through the port city's central shopping
district, setting fires and throwing rocks and fireworks at officers.
“They shot at protesters, people were injured,” Aboutaleb said. He did not have
details on the injuries. Police also fired warning shots.
Police combing through video footage from security cameras expect to make more
arrests.
Photos from the scene showed at least one police car in flames and another with a
bicycle slammed through its windshield.
Riot police and a water cannon restored calm after midnight.
It was one of the worst outbreaks of violence in the Netherlands since coronavirus
restrictions were first imposed last year. In January, rioters also attacked police and
set fires on the streets of Rotterdam after a curfew came into force.
Justice Minister Ferd Grapperhaus condemned the events.
“The riots and extreme violence against police officers, riot police and firefighters
last night in Rotterdam are disgusting to see,” he said in a statement.
“Protesting is a great right in our society, but what we saw last night is simply
criminal behavior. It has nothing to do with demonstrating,” he added.

Associated Press In this image taken from video, police arrive as demonstrators
protest against government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov.
19, 2021, in Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Police units from around the country raced to Rotterdam to help bring Friday night's
situation under control. Local media reported that gangs of soccer hooligans were
involved in the rioting.

Video from social media shown on Dutch broadcaster NOS appeared to show one
person being shot in Rotterdam, but there was no immediate word on what happened.

Associated Press In this image taken from video, demonstrators protest against
government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Police said in a tweet that it was “still unclear how and by whom” that person was
apparently shot.
An independent investigation into the shootings by police was opened, as is the case
whenever Dutch police use their weapons.
The government has said it wants to introduce a law that would allow businesses to
restrict the country’s coronavirus pass system to only people who are fully vaccinated
or have recovered from COVID-19 — that would exclude people who test negative.

Associated Press In this image taken from video, demonstrators protest against
government restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in
Rotterdam, Netherlands.

The country has seen record numbers of infections in recent days and a new partial
lockdown came into force a week ago.
Local political party Leefbaar Rotterdam condemned the violence in a tweet.
“The center of our beautiful city has this evening transformed into a war zone,” it
said. “Rotterdam is a city where you can disagree with things that happen but
violence is never, never, the solution.”

China protests passage of US destroyer through Taiwan Strait
Associated Press (AP)
China on Tuesday protested the passage of a U.S. Navy destroyer through the Taiwan
Strait, calling it a deliberate move to undermine stability in the region.

Associated Press Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian invites
questions during the daily press conference held at the Foreign Ministry in Beijing,
China, Tuesday, Nov. 23, 2021. China on Tuesday protested the passage of a U.S.
Navy destroyer through the Taiwan Strait, calling that a deliberate move to
undermine stability in the region. (AP Photo/Liu Zheng)
The U.S. Navy said in a statement the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer
USS Milius “conducted a routine Taiwan Strait transit” on Tuesday “in accordance
with international law.”
It said the ship’s transit through the strait “demonstrates the U.S. commitment to a
free and open Indo-Pacific."
“The United States military flies, sails, and operates anywhere international law
allows,” said the statement posted on the website of the 7th Fleet.

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said U.S. warships have been
“flexing muscle and stirring up trouble in the Taiwan Strait repeatedly in the name of
freedom of navigation.”
“This is not a commitment to freedom and openness, but a deliberate attempt to
disrupt and undermine regional peace and stability," Zhao told reporters at a daily
news briefing.
S. Navy ships routinely transit the Taiwan Strait, which lies in international waters
and is a main conduit between the South China Sea and northern waters used by
China, Japan, South Korea and others.
Beijing's protest follows Taiwan's introduction of upgraded F-16V fighter jets into its
air force to help counter the threat from the increasing number of incursions by
Chinese warplanes into the airspace around the island.
China claims the self-ruling island of Taiwan as its own territory to be annexed by
force if necessary. The U.S. has only unofficial relations with Taiwan, but provides
the island with defensive weapons and is legally bound to regard threats to the island
as matters of “grave concern."

Dave Portnoy Promises War On Business Insider: ‘There’s No Way I’m Letting
This Go’
Staff

OPINION | This article contains opinion. Savage Takes is licensed to publish this
content.
Barstool founder Dave Portnoy said “there is no way I’m letting this go” in response
to a hit-piece by Business Insider.
The outlet published an article on Portnoy accusing him of violent sexual misconduct.
The accusations made in the Business Insider article are tantamount to rape, Portnoy
claims.

Portnoy has taken significant efforts to debunk the story and prove his side by sharing
direct messages and social media posts from the two major accusers.
Business Insider titled its story, “‘I was literally screaming in pain’: Young women
say they met Barstool Sports founder Dave Portnoy for sex and it turned violent and
humiliating.”
“This is where I think they made a mistake,” Portnoy said.
“I don’t mind conflict, and I’ve been an open book for two decades.”
“I have nothing to hide. Everything that’s embarrassing about me is out there,”
Portnoy told Candace Owens of Daily Wire.
“I know they can dig. They can do whatever. There’s nothing.”
“This is a baseball game. We’re in the top of the second.”
“Like, there’s no chance I’m letting this go. They tried to basically discredit me with
one of the most heinous crimes you can commit,” Portnoy said”
“And if they think I’m just gonna walk away, like, ‘Okay, I cannot prove myself,’
they’re terribly mistaken. There is no chance I’m going to let this just kind of
disappear in the coming months.”
“You cannot accuse somebody of a crime without [basis],” he continued. “As I’ve
said, the way they describe what happened in the story, that’s rape. They’re like,
basically, the woman was running away screaming ‘no, no, no,’ and I continued. That
did not happen at all.”
“I’m going to do whatever I can to make sure that they – you know, if you want call it
revenge, whatever – that they pay as much as I have the ability to make them pay for
what they did, which to me is knowingly falsely accusing me of rape,” Portnoy said.
“They went through my entire social life in eight and a half months and I was able
to … discredit the two girls that they found in three days. Eight and a half months.”
“So none of it adds up, and they didn’t include any of the stuff that basically casts
serious doubt on why she’s telling me these stories,” he said.

When LeBron James Faced Off Against the Celtics, Did Anyone Notice the
Burning Message Painted on One Player's Shoes?
Elizabeth Stauffer - The Western Journal

Boston Celtics center Enes Kantor has gained the respect of millions of Americans for
speaking out against China’s sickening human rights abuses. He has bucked the
growing pressure on Hollywood, the NBA, and other industries to toe the Chinese
Communist Party’s line in exchange for access to the 1.4 billion-person market.
The Turkish-American basketball star sent a powerful message to LeBron James, who
openly covers for the Beijing regime, during his team’s Friday night win against the
Los Angeles Lakers at Boston’s TD Garden.
Kantor wore a pair of shoes painted with images intended to humiliate the four-time
NBA champion. One shows “King James” bowing before Chinese President Xi
Jinping, who is shown placing a crown on the star player’s head. Behind James are
bags of cash.

The day before the game, Kantor posted photos of the shoes on Twitter along with
corresponding captions for each.

Questioned by a reporter about his opponent’s shoes after the game, a very unamused
LeBron James replied, “I think if you know me, you know I don’t give too many
people my energy. He’s definitely not someone I would give my energy to. He’s trying
to use my name to create an opportunity for himself. I definitely won’t comment too
much on that.”
“He’s always had a word or two to say in my direction, and as a man, if you’ve got
an issue with somebody, you really come up to him. He had his opportunity tonight. I
seen him in the hallway, and he walked right by me.”
James may be the greatest player in the NBA today, but in terms of courage and
integrity, Kantor stands head and shoulders above him.
Rather than using his enormous platform to effect change in the world, James is
kowtowing to a communist dictatorship. In the face of China’s crimes against
humanity, he chooses to remain silent.
When Houston Rockets general manager Daryl Morey tweeted his support for the
Hong Kong protesters in October 2019, James’ spinelessness was on full display. He
told reporters: “I don’t want to get into a … feud with Daryl Morey but I believe he
wasn’t educated on the situation at hand and he spoke.”

Enes Kantor may lose his career over his criticism of the Chinese regime. The Daily
Caller’s sports editor, David Hookstead, explains in the clip below that Kantor went
from playing 24 minutes per game last season to just six minutes per game this season.
This is not a coincidence, he explains to viewers.

“He will probably never play in the NBA again after this season,” Hookstead said.
“Because of what he said about China, Nike, and the relationship with the communist
dictatorship. And that’s true courage.”

Which player do you consider to be the most courageous?
At any rate, it’s fair to say that these shoes won’t be getting a close-up in China.

Biden's poll numbers are cratering and he needs to reset his presidency. There's a
simple solution: leave the US.
Brett Bruen (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

Brendan Smialowsk/Pool/AFP via Getty President Joe Biden boards Air Force One
for Rome, Italy.
Joe Biden needs to reboot his presidency. His poll numbers have cratered, and much
of his agenda remains stalled out. The elusive infrastructure bill finally passed, but so
far it does not seem to have supplied the big boost the White House expected. Months
of Democrats squabbling — and the continued fight over the Build Back Better bill —
deflated the oxygen that the massive investment bill was supposed to deliver.
The president's biggest swings have so far come on the domestic front, and those
haven't been able to move the needle. Given that problem, I believe he'll have to look
outside of our borders if he wants to resuscitate some of his prior political strength.
Foreign policy offers the President a much freer hand than domestic policy. He can
leave a lot of the bruising battles between congressional moderates and progressives
behind. Biden has a unique chance to demonstrate strong leadership abroad and rack
up some desperately needed wins. So, fire up Air Force One and set off beyond the
sunset.
Plenty of problems to tackle
Foreign policy is an area where Biden is extremely experienced. He spent most of his
career focused on global affairs and returning to that familiar territory would allow
him to play up those strengths. He was the guy we sent to resolve international
issues when I was on the National Security Council.

Not only does he know a lot of these leaders, he knows how to get deals done, such as
when he leaned on a personal bond with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
to halt plans for new settlements in 2011.
There is definitely no shortage of areas where Biden could engage. Africa could use
some attention, taking a trip to deliver some of the 1.1 billion doses of the COVID
vaccines Biden has pledged to countries around the world would help to highlight
Biden's promise to proactively engage with the rest of the world. He could stop by
Eastern Europe and deliver military aid to countries living under threat of Russian
invasions.
The President could also deliver a strong signal to Putin that the US is taking his
threats to the world seriously. Biden could also visit a few of our key allies around the
Pacific to shore up confidence in America's leadership and willingness to confront
China.
Then there is the massive Irish homecoming. Ireland has always had a special place
in its heart for the Man from Mayo. Streets would fill with well-wishers and the warm
words would make a Hallmark writer blush. Biden could enjoy Obama or
Kennedy-level star power. Those images would play well with
the large Irish-American community back home.
It's worth noting that the precipitous decline in Biden's popularity started with his
decision to proceed with a hasty withdrawal from Afghanistan. It was a call that cost
him. Yet, also provides a possible path back to restoring his and America's
standing.
The goodwill tour could offer the president a desperately needed opportunity to really
remind voters about why they supported him. He largely stayed at home for a long
stretch to manage the pandemic and get his Build Back Better agenda through
Congress, so this would be a smart moment to hit the road.
It is a chance to recapture some of the campaign's spirit and reset his relationship
with Congress. Speaking of which, it would not be a bad idea to bring a bunch of
them along – from both parties. There is nothing like a long trip to build bipartisan
bridges.
Either way, Biden is going to need a new strategy. His heavy emphasis on the
domestic front during his first year in office has not worked out very well. There are
clearly too many landmines and fault lines, even within the Democratic Party. He
needs to find a way to rise above those divisions. Overseas it is possible to put a lot of
distance between him and those parochial problems.
Political salvation will not be found beyond our shores. But, a week of good headlines
could provide the respite and re-calibration needed to begin the second year in office
on firmer footing. Because at this stage, surely the best strategy for building back his
presidency better is to just, "let Joe be Joe."

U.S. Joins with China, Other Nations in Tapping Oil Reserves
Timothy Puko & Alex Leary - The Wall Street Journal

Mario Tama/Getty Images
WASHINGTON—The U.S. and five other countries including China will tap their
national strategic petroleum reserves in an attempt to bring down gasoline prices that
have become a sore spot with motorists and a big contributor to inflation, the White
House said.
Crude prices for future delivery ticked upward after the announcement early Tuesday,
partly reversing a recent fall in these commodity markets. Oil traders for weeks had
anticipated action from the White House as President Biden’s advisers grappled with
how to address rising prices for gasoline, groceries and other consumer products that
have put its legislative agenda at risk.
“The president stands ready to take additional action, if needed, and is prepared to
use his full authorities working in coordination with the rest of the world to maintain
adequate supply as we exit the pandemic,” the White House said.
Analysts have said crude futures may continue to rise if traders believe the White
House’s response will have limited effect. Any trickle-down effect that eventually
lowers retail prices may be short-lived, they said, as demand is expected to keep
rising into next year as the global economy continues its recovery from the Covid-19
pandemic.
Gas and heating-oil prices rose to seven-year highs last month, but until Tuesday had
spent weeks ticking down as traders anticipated a White House response.
“Given that the news has been rumored for several weeks, the market reaction may be
quite muted,” said Bjornar Tonhaugen, head of oil-market research at consulting firm
Rystad Energy. “For drivers wondering if gasoline prices will get lower…the reality
is that this may not happen at all, or only with a significant lag time.”

The Biden administration said in total it would put 50 million barrels of oil from U.S.
government stockpiles onto world markets in the coming weeks. Along with China, the
White House said other countries participating in the release are India, Japan, South
Korea and the U.K.—a group that includes the world’s four biggest oil-consuming
nations.
China, like the U.S., has for weeks now made an aggressive effort to bring down
energy prices to deal with its own inflation. And the move is the latest of several signs
of cooperation between the two world powers seeking to tamp down geopolitical
tensions.
At the Glasgow climate summit earlier this month, the U.S. and China agreed to
cooperate on accelerating a transition to cleaner energy, and President Biden held a
virtual summit with Chinese President Xi Jinping last week.
In total, the six countries are likely to put roughly 65 million to 70 million barrels
from government stockpiles onto world markets, according to a tally by RBC Capital
Markets.
That figure is only a little more than half of the world’s daily consumption, which the
Energy Department estimates will surpass 100 million barrels a day in the final three
months of 2021. That total would put world consumption nearly 5% higher than it
was a year ago as the recovery from the pandemic has steadily driven consumption
higher.
Robbie Fraser, global analytic and research manager at Schneider Electric, an
energy consultant and equipment supplier, called it “a sort of temporary challenge”
to the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its long-held command
of oil markets.
In recent months, the White House had urged OPEC and its allies to increase output
more than they had initially planned, contending that there wasn’t enough oil to meet
demand as the global economy rebounds from the Covid-19 pandemic.
In an early November meeting, OPEC and its allied Russia-led producers decided to
defy that pressure, leaving White House officials to home in on tapping the reserve as
their next best option.
Sen. John Barrasso (R., Wyo.) said that Tuesday’s release “will not fix the problem”
and that the Biden administration needs to focus instead on boosting domestic
production.
“Begging OPEC and Russia to increase production and now using the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve are desperate attempts to address a Biden-caused disaster.
They’re not substitutes for American energy production,” Mr. Barrasso said.
Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) took the opposite view, calling the
release “good news for American families.”

“Tapping the SPR will provide much-needed temporary relief at the pump and will
signal to OPEC that they cannot recklessly manipulate supply to artificially inflate
gas prices,” Mr. Schumer said.
Mr. Schumer said the long-term solution is “to eliminate our dependence on fossil
fuels and create a robust green energy economy.”
While U.S. reserve releases have become more common in recent years, this would be
the largest ever and the first release coordinated with other countries in a decade,
according to the Energy Department. Senior administration officials say the size is
intended to help the recovery from an unprecedented pandemic.
Rising gasoline prices across the U.S. have raised costs for consumers and added to
economic and political troubles facing Mr. Biden and Democrats.
While the pandemic recovery continues, supply-chain constraints have helped drive
inflation to a three-decade high, resulting in more expensive groceries, cars and a
range of other goods. The White House has put more emphasis on the problem, with
Mr. Biden more readily acknowledging the squeeze on families. The president is to
address economic issues in a speech later Tuesday.
A CBS News poll released on Sunday showed Mr. Biden’s public approval rating is at
44%, his lowest since taking office. Only 30% of Americans said the economy is good,
the poll showed, down from 37% in October and 45% in July. While 53% of
Americans approve of Mr. Biden’s handling of Covid-19 vaccine distribution, only
39% approve of his handling of the economy and 33% of inflation, the poll showed.
Pocketbook issues motivate voters and Democrats are entering next year’s midterm
elections—which are typically tough for the party that controls the White
House—with a narrow majority in the House and a 50-50 split in the Senate.
Administration officials didn’t specify when they expect consumers to see lower prices
at the pump, though they noted there is usually a lag between increased oil supplies
and when retail prices fall. “We expect the industry to be passing through these
savings to consumers as quickly as possible,” one official said.
U.S. benchmark crude recently traded up 1.4%, at $77.79.
Global consumption is likely to average 100 million barrels a day in the final three
months of the year, up 4.9% from the same period a year ago, according to Energy
Department figures.
The last globally coordinated release came in 2011 when the U.S. and 27 other
countries agreed to release 60 million barrels to replace some of 140 million in
output lost as a result of three months of conflict in what would become Libya’s civil
war.
(Write to Timothy Puko at tim.puko@wsj.com and Alex Leary at alex.leary@wsj.com)

US leads a global release of oil from reserves, but will it outmaneuver OPEC+?
Simon Henderson (opinion contributor) - The Hill
Political decisions are about both action and effect. Today's announcement of the
release of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve is a good example.
The Biden administration, facing the problem of rising prices for gasoline (and a
plunge in the president's ratings), took action. It has done something. Unfortunately,
whether the decision will have the desired impact on prices is another question.

Julia Nikhinson US leads a global release of oil from reserves, but will it
outmaneuver OPEC+?
The excuses are included, though a little obscurely, in the announcement. The release
will start impacting the oil market in mid- to late-December, according to a Reuters
report of the White House statement, rather than immediately.
And the U.S. is working with oil importers - China, India, South Korea, Japan and
Britain - which also will be opening up their strategic reserves. So, bonus points for
working with international partners (who can share the blame if the result is less than
optimum).
The amount of oil the U.S. will release - 50 million barrels - is a mere fraction of
world demand for around 100 million barrels per day. India plans to release 5 million
barrels. The other countries have yet to give any figures.
The initial impact on prices in the market has been, slightly confusingly, an uptick.
We shall have to see what happens during the rest of the day. Perversely, prices have
been weakening in recent days because of renewed COVID-19 worries in parts of the
world, and concern about inflation's impact on the economy at home.
At least one eye must be on the actions and comments of OPEC+, the Saudi and
Russian expanded version of the OPEC oil exporters cartel, which has stubbornly
refused to acknowledge there is a problem and has blocked any increase in the
additional volumes it has allowed its members to produce.

President Biden is having to confront not one but two competitors in this ring, which
in sporting analogies is probably more wrestling than boxing. Russian President
Vladimir Putin is looking to outmaneuver Washington on providing natural gas to
Europe, where he has been irritated by sanctions designed to reduce his political
games.
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia evidently resents that the U.S.
leader refuses to deal directly with him (for unstated reasons but probably the de
facto Saudi leader's responsibility for the murder of dissident journalist Jamal
Khashoggi). Neither Putin nor MbS, as the Saudi prince is known, went to the recent
COP26 climate summit in Glasgow.
The White House may feel it has wrong-footed the Putin/MbS duo by getting China to
sign onto an oil release, but this is not a knock-out blow.
Today's decision will reopen the debate about the proper use of the strategic reserve,
originally intended to counter any major supply disruption, such as the 1970s Arab
oil embargo of the U.S. and later concern about the impact of the overthrow of the
Shah of Iran. The last time there was a coordinated release of oil was in 2011, when
there was supply disruption because of pre-civil war chaos in Libya.
And there is more to oil price crises than just the price at the pump. The U.S. economy
is also facing the consequences of high fuel oil and natural gas prices. Americans like
to keep warm in winter, as well as drive. It could become an even bigger issue, rather
than a sidelined one.
Simon Henderson is the Baker Fellow and director of the Bernstein Program on Gulf
and Energy Policy at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Follow him on
Twitter @shendersongulf.
Space X sends NASA craft on collision course with asteroid
William Harwood - CBS News
Taking aim at a distant asteroid, SpaceX fired a small NASA probe into space early
Wednesday, setting up a head-on 15,000 mph impact next September to test the
feasibility of nudging a threatening body off course long before it could crash into
Earth.
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The $330 million Double Asteroid Redirection Test, or DART, the first test flight in
a NASA planetary defense initiative, "will be historic," said Tom Statler, mission
program scientist at NASA Headquarters. "For the first time, humanity will change
the motion of a natural celestial body in space."
Perched atop a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket, the DART mission blasted off from
Vandenberg Space Force Base northwest of Los Angeles at 10:21 p.m. PST Tuesday
(1:21 a.m. EST Wednesday), lighting up the deep overnight sky as the booster climbed
away atop 1.7 million pounds of thrust.

CBS News A spectacular view from a camera mounted on the Falcon 9 rocket's
second stage showing Earth receding in the background as DART heads into deep
space, on course for a high-speed collision with a small asteroid next year to test a
promising technique that might one day prevent a threatening body from impacting
Earth. / Credit: SpaceX

Arcing to the south over the Pacific Ocean, the Falcon 9 smoothly powered out of the
dense lower atmosphere and into space. Fifty-five minutes after liftoff, after two
firings by the rocket's second stage engine — and spectacular on-board camera views
of Earth receding in the background — the DART spacecraft was released to fly on its
own.
The launching marked SpaceX's 26th flight so far this year, its 129th Falcon 9 flight
overall and its 18th from California. As usual for SpaceX, the first stage booster,
completing its third flight, flew itself to a pinpoint landing on an off-shore droneship
to chalk up the company's 95th successful recovery.
But for DART, the mission was just beginning. It will take the spacecraft 10 months to
reach its target, a 525-foot-wide asteroid known as Dimorphos that orbits a
half-mile-wide parent body named Didymos. Neither poses any threat to Earth, either
before or after the DART encounter.
But the double-asteroid system offers an attractive target to DART because the
probe's impact can be more easily measured from Earth by precisely timing how the
moonlet's orbital period around Didymos changes as a result of the collision.

CBS News An artist's impression of the DART probe closing in on Dimorphos, a small
moonlet orbiting a half-mile-wide asteroid known as Didymos. A small Italian
hitchhiker satellite that will monitor DART's high-speed impact next September is
visible at lower right. / Credit: Johns Hopkins University/APL
And what a collision it will be.
The 1,210-pound DART spacecraft is expected to slam into Dimorphos at a blistering
15,000 mph, disintegrating on impact as it gouges out a fresh crater and, in the
process, slows the body by a minuscule fraction of an inch per second.
The probe is programmed to beam back high-resolution images once every second in
the final stages of its kamikaze approach, covering the last 1,000 miles in just 4
minutes.

A small Italian hitchhiker spacecraft known as LICIACube, released from DART 10
days before impact, will attempt to photograph the collision and the debris blasted
back out into space. At the moment of impact, Didymos and Dimorphos will be about
6.8 million miles from Earth.
Unlike Hollywood thrillers like "Armageddon" and "Deep Impact," which imagined
piloted flights carrying nuclear bombs to deflect or destroy their targets, DART's goal
is much simpler and much less destructive.
While nuclear devices might be a last resort in some future armageddon-class
scenario, deflection, not destruction, would still be the goal.
"You just don't want to blow it up, because that doesn't change the direction of all the
material," Lindley Johnson, NASA's "planetary defense" officer, told CBS News. "It's
still coming at you, it's just buckshot instead of a rifle ball."
"What you want to do is just change the speed at which this is all moving by just a bit.
Over time, that will change the position of the asteroid and its orbit."

CBS News If DART's planned head-on 15,000-mph impact on Dimorphos goes as
planned, the moonlet's orbit around Didymos will be slightly changed, an indicator of
the effectiveness of.
If DART's high-speed impact works as intended, Dimorphos' orbital velocity will
change ever so slightly, shaving a few minutes or so off the 11 hours and 55 minutes it
currently takes to complete one trip around Didymos. The minimum change for
mission success is 73 seconds.
"Now that's a very small change, but it could all that's necessary to deflect an
asteroid on a collision course with Earth if we should ever need to do that, provided
we discover that asteroid early enough and we have enough lead time," said Statler.
Early discovery is critical, because the farther away a threatening body is when
attempting a deflection, the less force is required to nudge it off course. DART is

NASA's first so-called "planetary defense mission" and it's intended primarily to test
the "kinetic impact" approach.
"DART is just this first step towards being able to potentially prevent asteroids from
hitting the Earth in the future," Chabot said
Astronomers believe there are roughly 25,000 near-Earth asteroids 500 feet or larger
in size.
For perspective, the body that blasted out Meteor Crater in Arizona was about 150
feet wide while the meteor that broke up over Chelyabinsk, Russia, in 2013, injuring
more than 1,600 people and causing an estimated $30 million in damage, measured
just 60 feet across.
"The ones that we're most concerned about right now are things that are a few
hundred meters (across), and that's because we've found less than half of this
population," said Nancy Chabot, chief planetary scientist at APL. "And so we're not
really sure where all of them are."
"So along with finding these asteroids, figuring out where they are, tracking them,
making sure that we're safe, we want to be prepared to potentially prevent them from
hitting the Earth in the future."
To put a "few hundred meters" in perspective, Chabot said such an impact "would be
devastating for tens to hundreds of kilometers, much worse than any nuclear bomb
that's ever been used here on the planet.
"We're actually not talking, like, global extinction event, but regional devastation on
the area that could wipe out a city or even a small state," she said. "And so it is a real
concern. It is a real threat."

White House changes tone on rising prices as public sentiment shifts
Sarah Westwood - Washington Examiner
Facing a high tide of negative public opinion over his handling of the economy,
President Joe Biden is increasingly shifting his tone on the economy to confront
concerns about inflation more directly.

Washington Examiner
But the pivot is coming after Biden and his advisers spent months downplaying
economic fears and dismissing suggestions that prices would rise, undermining his
credibility when it comes to spinning the current crisis.
“We still have a long way to go to fully recover from all the pain and destruction
caused by the pandemic,” Biden said Monday in a speech announcing his Federal
Reserve nominees. “And we’re still dealing with the difficult challenges and
complications caused by COVID-19 that are driving up costs for American families. I
know, for a lot of Americans, things are still very hard — very hard.”
Biden’s acknowledgment of the pressure put on many families by rising prices comes
as his poll numbers continue to plummet. His latest approval rating average is
roughly 41%, according to the RealClearPolitics average of polls, while an average
of 53% disapprove of his job performance.
While a number of factors have contributed to the slide, Biden’s approval numbers
began to fall over the summer, at a time when his message about the economy
reflected an optimism that his administration no longer promotes.
Biden dismissed concerns from economists over the summer that his own policies -as well as supply chain disruptions caused by pandemic lockdowns -- would drive up
prices.
“I don't know anybody, including Larry Summer — who's a friend of mine — who's
worried about inflation, is suggesting that there's any long-term march here if we do
the things we're going to do,” Biden said during a July 21 town hall with CNN.
Summers, the Treasury Secretary under former President Clinton and director of the
National Economic Council under former President Barack Obama, had warned in a
May op-ed that Biden’s massive stimulus bill, passed earlier this year, would
contribute to inflation that was likely to last.

”[N]ot everything we are seeing is likely to be temporary,” Summers wrote in May.
“A variety of factors suggests that inflation may yet accelerate — including further
price pressures as demand growth outstrips supply growth; rising materials costs and
diminished inventories; higher home prices that have so far not been reflected at all
in official price indexes; and the impact of inflation expectations on purchasing
behavior.”
Biden was even more dismissive in June when he suggested prices would simply “pop
up” and fall back to normal levels after a brief window.
“Talking inflation — the overwhelming consensus is, it's going to pop up a little bit
and then go back down. No one is talking about, ‘This great, great deal,’” Biden said
during a June 24 press conference.
The White House in July drew widespread criticism when it put out a tweet that made
light of inflationary concerns with a series of barbecue puns that claimed the cost of
grilling on July 4th would be lower this year.
Not only was the size of the savings — an average of 16 cents — so small that the
tweet inspired ridicule, but the administration’s own data contradict the claim. The
Department of Agriculture said the price of groceries was climbing in the summer,
and it put out numbers recently that showed groceries cost 5.4% more in October
than in October 2020.
Biden officials have made light of the supply chain breakdown as well.
White House press secretary Jen Psaki sparked outrage last month when she
responded mockingly to a question about shipping bottlenecks that people are
experiencing a “tragedy of the treadmill that’s delayed.”
Gas prices are climbing alongside the cost of virtually all other goods, hitting their
highest level in seven years last month.
Biden and his team have pivoted, too, on the seriousness of fuel supply shortages.
In early November, Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm admitted people would pay
more to heat their homes this winter in a direct acknowledgment of the consequences
of strained fuel supply.
Biden on Tuesday released 50 million barrels of oil from the U.S. Strategic Petroleum
Reserve in an effort to lower prices at the pump, although experts have cautioned the
one-time influx of such a relatively small amount of oil could have a limited effect.
For months, however, Biden has done little to address the issues creating the spike in
gas prices.
He unsuccessfully attempted to persuade Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries members to increase global oil supply earlier this year, and he has
repeatedly resisted calls to step up domestic energy production to meet the increased
demand driving price increases.
Instead, Biden has spent months blaming the issues on unnamed malign forces in the
fuel industry.

“We're also going after the bad actors and pandemic profiteers in our economy.
There's a lot of evidence that gas prices should be going down, but they haven't. We'll
be taking a close look at that,” Biden said during a Sept. 16 speech.
The White House has argued more recently that Biden's Build Back Better Act, which
is still languishing on Capitol Hill, will reduce inflation.
Negotiations on the bill, however, began long before inflation emerged as a top voter
concern, and many of its programs would pump more money into an economy that is
already at risk of overheating.

China's Warnings Ignored As Taiwan Joins Joe Biden's Summit for Democracy
John Feng - News Week

Mandel Hgan/AFP via Getty Images File: President Joe Biden speaks in the South
Court Auditorium of the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, next to the White
House, in Washington, D.C., on July 2, 2021.
Taiwanese officials will be among leaders from 110 governments to take part in
President Joe Biden's inaugural Summit for Democracy in December, the State
Department confirmed on Tuesday.
The decision to include the island, which the United States doesn't officially recognize
as a country, was the subject of public discussions as early as March. China, which
claims democratic Taiwan as part of its territory, made clear its opposition to Taipei's
potential participation. Beijing, however, is not on the guest list.
Taiwan's inclusion at the democracy-themed summit appeared all but certain as
senior Biden officials continued to praise the island as a "vibrant democracy"
throughout their first year in office. But it was never clear to what degree Taiwanese

officials would be represented, given the lack of formal diplomatic relations between
Washington and Taipei.
Taiwan's Foreign Ministry confirmed through a statement to Newsweek on
Wednesday Taipei time that the island nation's Digital Minister Audrey Tang and de
facto ambassador in Washington, Hsiao Bi-khim, would join the virtual event, whose
themes include defending against authoritarianism, fighting corruption and
promoting human rights.
The ministry said it would "happily share with all countries Taiwan's democratic
success story" at the summit booked for December 9 and 10.
Among all the countries slated to take part next month, Taiwan stands out as the only
participant with which the U.S. has no state-to-state relations. Any public addresses
by Tang and Hsiao are also likely to be highly scrutinized due to the politically
sensitive nature of Taipei's relations with both Washington and Beijing.
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian told reporters in Beijing on
Wednesday that China "firmly opposes" the U.S. decision to invite Taiwan, a move he
likened to "playing with fire."
Zhu Fenglian, a spokesperson for China's cabinet-level agency the Taiwan Affairs
Office, said the U.S. had made "a mistake" by inviting the self-governing island to the
two-day forum along with other governments.
"We firmly oppose any form of official interaction between the United States and the
island, which is a clear and consistent stance," said Zhu.
During their 3.5-hour dialogue last week, Chinese leader Xi Jinping told Biden that
tensions between Beijing and Taipei were the result of the Taiwanese government's
"independence agenda" and "the intention of some Americans to use Taiwan to
contain China."
The Chinese Communist Party's nationalistic tabloid the Global Times elaborated on
Zhu's comments in an article shortly after, running a headline that called the Biden
administration's decision a "dangerous provocation" that was sure to have "severe
implications."
The hawkish media outfit suggested that the U.S. should have listed Taiwan as an
"observer" instead of a "participant" in order to highlight its unique status among
other countries.
When the White House announced the Summit for Democracy in August, Global
Times editor-in-chief Hu Xijin said China would "never sit back and tolerate" the
U.S.'s inviting Taiwan to the virtual event. He warned of "unprecedented storms" in
the Taiwan Strait.
Key American diplomatic partners joining the December summit include Australia,
Canada, the United Kingdom, Japan, South Korea, India, France, and the Philippines.

Major Asian, African and Latin American countries to take part include Indonesia,
Malaysia, Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, and Nigeria.
There are also some notable absentees, such as Russia, China and Vietnam.
Surprisingly, Singapore's name also is not on the list, although it was unclear whether
the U.S. had failed to invite the city state, or whether the invitation was simply
declined.
The State Department didn't return Newsweek's request for comment in time for
publication.
The upcoming summit—one of Biden's presidential campaign pledges in July
2019—is the first of two such gatherings that have already been announced. The
second, to be held one year after the first, will follow up on commitments made in the
inaugural summit. It's likely to be an in-person event in Washington.

